
As a hypnotherapist, you will find that many clients will be coming in to see you to help them lose weight. 
The key to being healthy is not only losing weight, but in being fit. A thin person might not be a fit person.

Being fit, means that your inner body is healthy. Your heart is strong. Your arteries are free from fat, 
grease and being clogged up. Your circulation within your body is functioning properly. You have a chemi-

cal balance within your body. Being fit does not depend on how thin and malnourished you are.

There are people that appear to look overweight or physically challenged, and these people might be 
more fit and healthy on the inside, than the person who is underweight. If you look at body builders or 
competitive heavy weight lifters, these athletes are totally fit, but they have big powerful bodies also.

YYou want your client to get in shape and have a good balance in their weight, body and bone structure. 
And most of all, the key again is to be healthy and fit. Most people have emotional weight issues and if 
you separate the emotions from food, sometimes that’s all it takes. There are three different types of 
eaters. These types are emotional eaters, subconscious eaters, and conditioned eaters. An emotional 
eater eats food because of emotions such as stress, frustration worry, loneliness, boredom, pain, as a 
reward, as a punishment, to fill a relationship void. Over seventy percent of all weight related issues are 

based on repressed emotions or frustrations.

The next type of eater is a subconscious eater who eats food and does not even know how much they The next type of eater is a subconscious eater who eats food and does not even know how much they 
are eating. These subconscious eaters may eat a whole half a gallon of Ice Cream while watching a 
movie or snacking on a whole bag of potato chips watching television, or may be putting food in their 
mouths at work during the day, without even being aware that they are shoving food in their mouths. The 

operation is subconscious and not conscious.

The third type of eater is a conditioned eater who was programmed from early childhood to finish everyThe third type of eater is a conditioned eater who was programmed from early childhood to finish every-
thing over on their plate because people are starving in other countries. In the past, some people had 
difficulty acquiring food and food was scarce, so these parents made their children feel guilty if they left 
food over, or even insisted on their children not leaving the dinner table until every piece of food on their 

plate was eaten. This type of eater feels guilt, if they leave any food over on their plate.

Here are some hypnotherapy suggestions that you can give your clients to help them lose weight.

“You are now taking healthy control of your life and the foods that you eat. You realize that fatty, greasy 
foods and foods with sugars and chemicals are harmful to your body. You also realize that you are now 
going to allow yourself to eat good healthy foods that now taste better than ever and more natural to you”.

“Foods with vitamins, nutrients, and minerals are more appealing to you than ever before. Your body is 
the place that your mind worships in, and you now want your body to become healthy and free from the 

old fat and weight that has been stored in it”.

“Think to yourself no“Think to yourself now, I will now separate all emotions from food, and I am taking control of the foods I 
eat and what I put into my mouth. I am now fuller with smaller portions of food. I love drinking lots of 
water. I chew my food slowly. I love eating fruits and vegetables. I will never again eat unhealthy food 

without thinking. I am now aware of every piece of food I put into my mouth.
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